East Midlands Patient Safety Collaborative commissioned workshops

Nottingham - January 2017

The fourth East Midlands Patient Safety Collaborative commissioned workshop was delivered in Nottingham on 11th January 2017 by Jay Banerjee, Consultant in Emergency Medicine and Richard Lea, Patient Safety Information Analyst at University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust. Staff from seven organisations attended the 3 hour workshop.

“A great course that should definitely be taught across the NHS”

Lincoln - November 2016

Another very well received ‘Why measure for improvement’ workshop was delivered by LIIPS at Lincoln on November 28th. Staff from Lincoln and Nottingham NHS organisations attended the 3 hour workshop presented by Jay Banerjee, Consultant in Emergency Medicine and Richard Lea, Patient Safety Information Analyst at University Hospitals of Leicester NHS Trust.

“Excellent workshop, very well delivered. I will take what I have learned back to my workplace”
LIIPS delivered its second commissioned workshop on 30th September 2016 in Derby. The East Midlands Patient Safety Collaborative commissioned this workshop which was based on the successful ‘Why Measure for Improvement’ workshop previously run by LIIPS for the LIIPS community (see other reports). The audience came from organisations across Derbyshire and Leicestershire.

“Excellent session, I feel confident in asking questions about data but also understanding the bigger picture”
LIIPS delivered its first commissioned workshop on 17th June 2016 in Kettering. The East Midlands Patient Safety Collaborative commissioned this workshop which was based on the successful ‘Why Measure for Improvement’ workshop previously run by LIIPS for the LIIPS community (see other reports). The audience came from organisations across the East Midlands and from provider, commissioner and hospice sectors. The workshop evaluated extremely well so all involved, including the presenters, were very happy.